Espíritu Santo Coffee Tour
In Naranjo

Not quite in Grecia, but the closest coffee tour we have (Coope Victoria does not do tours, as far as I know) is
Espíritu Santo, named after the nearby mountain in Naranjo. Check out their website for directions, tour times
and other details www.espiritusantocoffeetour.com.
We’ve been there 5 times and
learned something new every
time, mostly because we came
at different times of the year
during the various stages of
growing coffee. (Note: you
only have to pay the first time;
subsequent visits are gratis).
This coop has over 200
members of which 40% are
women and all are small‐
acreage growers who use the
cooperative to sell their
coffee. The coffee harvested
on the 630 acre plantation
itself is sold under a separate
label.
The tour is usually small,
intimate, very much hands‐on
and a lot of fun. We’ve been
guided by Karen and Ronny – both are extremely knowledgeable and speak perfect English, with Ronny being
our favorite because he is highly entertaining and very funny.

You are greeted with a cup
of coffee and introductions
are made. Then you’re off
to see young starts in 1 to 3
year old containers; learn
about the composition of
the coffee bean;

see the difference between
regular twin beans and
peaberries (a rare single
bean);

are given a shovel
to plant your own
coffee plant; learn
about nutrients,
chemical‐free
fertilizers, moisture
in the ground and
nitrogen‐fixing
vegetation
surrounding the
coffee plants. You
also see – and
learn about –
predatory insects
like tiny flea‐size
bugs that bore
themselves inside
the coffee bean
and eat it from the
inside out; those
get killed with a
cup of pure rubbing alcohol hanging from a nearby branch into which they fall and never get out – or
carpenter ants which do not like coffee, so no one is (too) worried about their trails in the plantation.

Depending on the growing season, you see white coffee blossoms, red cherries or already‐harvested plants. If
there are cherries, you’ll be given a regulation‐size basket (called a canasta) and told to pick – so you can
appreciate the labor of the workers who get $ 2.00 per full canasta of red cherries.

After this stroll through the plantation you’ll stop at the station that measures, counts, cleans and washes the
cherries.

You can also see washed beans left to be raked in the sun for a week, resulting in an expensive “sun‐kissed” –
as opposed to machine‐dried – coffee blend.

Across from this station is the roasting house where huge machines roast the green beans to perfection
(depending on desired outcome – medium or dark roast) and then discard them quickly into a cooling
centrifuge to stop further roasting. The beans are now dark, hot and sweet.

A combination of pipes and conveyor belts transport the beans to either huge grinders and then into the
bagging and weighing station – or, if whole beans are to be packaged, directly into the bagging chute.

A short distance from the roasting house is la Casita de Juancho
a replica of an old tico house with bedroom and kitchen in which an old‐fashioned grinder,

a kettle on the wood stove and a chorreador demonstrate the traditional way of preparing coffee.
It is quite a charming touch of Costa Rican tradition – and a perfect backdrop for souvenir photos.

The last stop on the tour is the extensive tienda where you can buy coffee of all varieties, ground and whole,
but also chocolate‐covered espresso beans, coffee liqueur and – because the plantation is in Naranjo – orange
flavored liqueur, along with the usual souvenir items of t‐shirts, coffee makers, cups, wood products, bone
jewelry, bags totes, caps, etc.
You pay for the tour here, at the end, along with your souvenirs of choice.

